population Explosion, Nuclear War; Which Is Worse?
recently as the 1920s, and that it
is expected to reach six billion
double its present number- in less
than 40 years from now.
iThe above estimate was made
in a U.N. study published in 1957
and has been substantiated by
other studies, among which is a
recent one made by the Population Reference Bureau in Washington, a non-profit educational
organization.,
INCREASE INCREASES
The reason for this phenomenal
growth in population is that the
rate of increase itself increases
In other words, population tends
to grow not arithmetically but
geometrically, as Thomas Malthus
pointed out in 1798 when the
world’s population was little more
than one billion.
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The fact that man now numbers
three billion compared with less
than two billion in 1920, leaves no!
room for doubt that the poptila-1
nun is "exploding." Estimates re-1

Electing the seriousness of the situation show a wide gap, however.
Those who have come to be
called "the optimists- view the
mushrooming population as an op-

Editor’s nose: "The big netts in the II odd
today is not what the politicians and statesmen are saying, but what the people are
doing.
’Almost everywhere, the activities ol governments are running behind the activities of
the people. The population ol the United
.titatet has reached 185 million. The US. population has gone up over three million since
President Kennedy was elected. It has almost doubled in the 44 years since he teas
barn.

portunity for unprecedented prosperity. Their attitude is dramatized, perhaps to the extreme, an
recent TV commercials VI. hich
point out that more people will

For years non. the hesulltnes hate celltered on the political squabbles of the station’, hut all the tune’ there has been this fantastic human growth. which is likely to be
far more important in the end, than the political fencing a/ the day.
lames Reston
San hancisco Chronicle
and Alle York Times
December 0, 1%1
This is the first in a series of lour articles
by Lester On and herb Fraser on over-population.

Student Council will meet today
, in rooms A and B of the cafeteria1
in its final and what apparently’
will be a marathon session.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Items of business to he considNo. 62 ered include presentation of
’Who’s Who" awards by Dr. William J. Dose!. vice president of the
college; appointment of Lyke editor and business manager; and a
number of budget appropriations
and reports on several outstanding legislative items.
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Welfare Plan Hit
By Prof. Stanton
Dr. William F. Stanton, economics professor, called the Newwish welfare plan a program
tich punished people for being
needy when he spoke, under sponsorship of the Democratic club,
yisterday afternoon in cafeteria
rooms A and B.
The plan was proposed last June
by the city manager of Nes:burgh,
SY., for the purpose of ending
welfare fraud. illegitimaney and inseaseing recipient incentive. The
state attorney general sued to pretmt the city from adopting the
plan because it violated already
costing state laws.
The economics professor briefly
outlined the 13 points of the plan.
The welfare program includes
giving recipients vouchers instead
of each, making all able-bodied
adult males work at assigned jobs
’regardless of the type of employrant involved." preventing mother,
of illegitimate children from
miring relief if they have Fool
children out of wedlock, and limiting relief to three months exesia
for the aged, blind and disabl,s1
"Welfare is for the needy,"
dared Dr. Stanton. "If a person is
unemployed after three months, he
Seal needy.
"The point of view behind the
Newburgh plan is that an indis id tat is largely responsible for his
fate" he iis

I

Dr. Stanton labeled "responsi.
tile" an ambiguous word because it
could be a casual or ethical responsibility. If the word is used in the
casual sense it is like "saying each
individual is God Himselfomnipotent and completely in charge of
his affairs.
Are all people who are maimed
in an accident responsible?" asked
Dr. Stanton. "During a great depression are all the people who
can’t find jobs responsible for their
condition?
"If we treat needy people as defective human beings we are bound
to fail in bettering them," he dedared.
When people are unemployed,
society should look at its failures
instead of punishing people for
being out of work nrisst the prolessor.

SAC To Present
Capers Program
Cate Cans:, sponsored by the
social affairs committee, will be
presented tomorrow, 2 to 3 pm.,
in the snack bar of the cafeteria.
Entertainment will be provided
by the Jazz Kritics, a combo of
four SJS students who played for
the affair last semester.

world wire
NixoN ANNOUNCES ’HIT BACK’ PLANS
NEW YORK (UPDFormer Vice President Richard M. Nixon
saIa. he will hit hack very hard if "political assassins" try to attack
hIS integrity in the
coming California race for governor. Nixon also
Indicated it would be a free-swinging campaign in all respects in an
interview with Neil Morgan in Esquire magazine. Nixon said one of
in he campaign will be to get Californians to take more
s1"!!’ goals
lead in the nation.
BRITAIN SEEK NUCLEAR CONTROLS
GENEVA UPI) -The United States and Britain proposed yesiftlY that the Soviet Union agree to international controls for
}dear testing or refer the problem to the wider framework of worldwide disarmament talks. The Anglo-American proposal was made as
’43.Year-old East-West nuclear test ban talks went into their 350th
ssiori
111001’P4 MASSACRE NUNS. MISSIONARIES
LEorouwiLLE, The Congo I UPI) --Congo Premier Cyrille
fIlimla said Yesterday he had received reports that 11 white mission: II" and seven African Roman Catholic nuns had been massacred by
leYal to Stanleyville strong-man Antoine Gizenga. Adoula also
announced that he
had fired Gizenga as premier of the Central Congo
Rsvenment.
ARMY PULLS BACK TANKS
! BERLIN (UnitThe
U.S. Army announced Yesterday
pulling
hark its tanks and
armored cars from the area around the key Fried.
richstrasse crossing
point on the divided East-West Berlin bonier
ArmY said it was withdrawing its armor to Templehof Air Base
toirntwore the dispositions of the U.S. forces in the American sector."
BUDGET TO GO TO CONGRESS
WASHINGTON t UPD --President Kennedy is expected to send
:11.Sress tomorrow a
$92.6 billion spending budget for fiscal 1963.
m Iildine
project and
more bullion fo r the U.S. man
m
a -on -the-moon
"Pr sPace exploration. The budget, for the 12 months Martine July
s Will be the
largest for a peacetime year.

They hold with the Maltbusian
that man’s industrial and
scientific development cannot keep
pace with the ever more rapidly
’ rising population. They conclude
that if something is not done, millions of men will either starve or
be squeezed to death.
"Doomsday" for the human race
will be Friday. Nov. 13, ’2026, according to Heinz son Foerster. Patricia M. Mora and Lawrence W.
Amiot, members of the electrical
engineering staff at the University
of Illinois.
DAY OF INFINITY
If their calculations are correct,
the human population on that day
will reach infinity, meaning that
there will be in room left on earth
for another person.
(Continued on Page 6)

Final Session Today
For Student Council

PaZtan
VOL 49

expand the market with more eonsumers for a healthy, productive,
growing America. No matter how
fast the poptilat ion gross. "the
optimists" infer, science will develop new ways to feed, clothe and
take care of us.
PESSIMIST VIEW
On the other hand there are
’the pessimists," who hold that
there is a limit to the number of
people for whom the earth can
provide and that the younger members of our present population
probably will live to see and experience that limit. "The pessimists" point to the rapid depletion of the earth’s natural resources. They are worried about
what they call the "poisoning" of
our land, water and atmosphere
through pollution

State Demo
Clubs Are Red
Says Cornish
Charges .4 Cornmuni.t infiltration will be levelled at California
Democratic clubs by Donald Cornish, former member of the Santa
Clara county Democratic Central
committee, when he speaks tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. under the sponsorship of Students Against Communism in cafeteria room A and B.
"Let’s Recapture the Democratic
Party" will be the title of the San
RANDLE REID-ADAM
Jose public relations man’s speech
. . . British consul
"Cornish’s speech will be based 1
on the directive issued by the corn party of California in 195’.
ordering members of the party 1,
reregister with the Democratk.
-Britain and the Common Mar party and infiltrate California
Democratic clubs," declared Bob, ket" will be discussed by Randle
I Reid -Adam, British consul -general
Olson, SAC president.
for northern California and NeThe critic of the Democratic
vada, at 10:30 a.m, today in Mors
party is expected to reveal what! ris Dailey auditorium.
he terms the "real forces behind
Reid -Adam plans to view situathe recent move to secure the en- tions in the European economic
dorsement of a peace candidate community, the problems of commonwealth trade with Britain and
for United States senator at the
the relationship of the other memCalifornia Democratic council bers of the European Free Trade
state convention next week in association with the common marFresno," Olson said.
ket in his mid -morning lecture.
The lecture is co-sponsored by
Cornish handled the public relations for a citizen’s committee in the college lecture committee and
East San Jose that successfully Economics and Geography departrecalled the hish sehool board in ment. It is free and open to the
public.
Feb., 1960

Consul To Discuss
Britain’s Economy

Prof. Eichhorn Reviews
’Russia and the West’

George F. Kennan’s "Russia and ishes the theory that the West
the West Under Lenin and Stalin." I drove the Russians into the arms
will be reviewed today by Irma of Hitler," she said.
The history professor stressed
K. Eichhorn, assistant professor of
history, at 12:30 p.m. in Spartan that Kennan’s book is not a comprehensive study of the period but
cafeteria rooms A and B.
Professor Eichhorn’s review, the rather a collection of essays based
last of this semester’s weekly book on lectures.
Professor Eichhorn received her
talks, is sponsored by the Faculty
B.A. in 194R and her M.A. in 1949,
Library committee.
Kennon, the present U.S. Am- both from the Llniversily of Mich, bassi’s-tor to Yugoslavia, was am - igan. She has been at SJS since
1 bassador to the Soviet Union in
1952-5.3 and also served in thus
U.S. embassy in Moscow in 1933-37
and 1944-46.
Professor Eichhorn describe,
Kennan’s work as "a provocativs
honk." She said that Kellitall
CIOCSn’t limit himself to explainTwenty-seven SJS students will
ing how events happened. but atbe awarded certificates today for
tempts to explain why.
"Ile raises broad, pertinent their selection to the annual
questions and supplies answers," "Who’s Who Among Students in
the professor said. This, of course. American Universities and Colleaves Kennon open to argument
leges."
and disagreement, she said.
The presentation will he made
One of the chief ideas expressed
vice presiits the book is that "Soviet success by William J. Dusel,
Student
in diplomacy has little to do with, dent of the college, at the
Slat-signs" Professor Eichhorn. Council meeting in rooms A and
said. Instead. Kerman credits it B of the cafeteria.
The students were chosen on the
Iii "mistakes in Western diplolbasis of campus leadership, scholmacy.Professor Eichhorn considers the arship, diversity of participation
most interesting part of the book In campus activities, outstanding
to be the discussion of German - character and upper division or
Soviet relation& "Kennan demol- ’graduate standing.

Spartacamp,
Spring Event,
Deadline Set

P es. Brent Davis was all but
settled yesterday when the Daily’s
staff met in two closed sessions
yesterday afternoon.
After the usual daily critique,
Jay Thorivaldson, current Daily
editor, said there had been some
dissatisfaction regarding the "insufficient" consideration given to
the staff’s preference. The staff
had voted earlier in favor of Jerry
Carroll, current news editor, in a
preferential poll.

After some discussion, a vote
Student Council’s approval of
Carolyn Perkio as Spartan Daily Indicated a majority on the staff,
editor for the spring semester 13-3. wanted Student Council to
after her appointment by ASH reconsider its vote, giving more
consideration to the staff’s preStudents interested in attending
the spring session of Spartacamp
ferential poll.
must sign up before Friday. SignIn a later session, however, Bill
up booths, located in front of the
iliauck, Student Council chairman,
Spartan bookstore, library quad,
Students a re urged to estabthe staff that nothing could
cafeteria and inside the cafeteria. lish clear status before the end ’ told
to get reconsideration aiwill remain open to lake applica- ls( the curre nt se mester to re. be done
though he said the staff could send
tions on a "first come, first served
all holds against grades, correspondence expressing its disbasis" until Friday.
transeripts a n d registration satisfaction,
Outdoor booths will he open parkets.
However. Thorwaldson said.
from 10:30 a.m. to 230 p.m. and
inside the cafeteria from 5 to 7;
PaYnlents may he made in "The staff has now given Miss
cashier’s office in Adm262. I.1- Perkio full support but will meP.m.
Spartacamp has become an an- ! brary fines nutty be paid at the plore possibilities to insure that
future staff polLs will not be disnual tradition on the SJS campus. sirculation desk in the tibrars
’,Garded."
(Conthmed on Page 2)

Student Fines
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Ta li smans on
In Main Entrance of Art Building

Japanese

Charms to help children keep
from crying when they get their
hair cut, to help infant daughters,
grow up to be charming and good
luck to their husbandsthese are
but two of the Japanese otsue on
exhibit in the main entrance to the
Art building.
The otsue and other examples of
Japanese art on display are part
of a collection made in 1958-59 by
Dr. Herbert IL Sanders. professor
of ceramic art, when he did re- I
search on ceramic art and eti-1
ucation in Japan while on a Sah-

3

Fulbrigin were largeS surpie 1,5rmerN
painted in their spare time.
Among the otstic, or otsue-ye.
STARTED IN 1688
on display are Daikokusan and
Considered as a prayer, charm Fukurokujin. symbolizing no sickor talisman, the Japanese folk ness, a long life and wealth; gods
art Otsue originated during the and charms to protect against
thunder, watts, travel and fire
Genroku period of Japanese hisaccidents and robbery; charms
tory. 1688-1703.
against the Devil Spirit, typhoons
At that time, the paintings were and blindness and prayers to help
sold by local artists of Otsu, near artizans in their vocation.
PRAYER FOR CHARM
Kyoto, as souvenirs for travelers.
Symbolizing the prayer sir wish
The then inexpensive works by tin- I
1that a newborn daughter be
known painters contained a wide ’charming and good luck to her
variety of subjects.
jhusband is an otsue of FujimuThe creators of this peasant art I sume. the Wisteria maiden.
Other exhibited samples of the
.1apanese art collected by Dr,
sanders are wooden, hand carved
Buddhist bells, wooden dolls, ohe
ar sashes for kimonos, kimonos, a
small wooden chest, a doll with
changeable hair dresses, and netsuke (bone and ivory carvings
%%inch are worn on the end of
tobacco pouches or pill boxes to
’s-eight them downs Several vases,
belonging to David P. Hatch, assistant professor of art. are also
included in the exhibit.
batical leave
scholarship.

and

SALE
2for the
price of

27 Students Given
Certificates Today

4
I

girls’ blouses
girls’ sweaters
men’s sweaters
suits & sportcoats
sport shirts
cord pants
plain front slacks
lockets, raincoats
shor+ . . . everything
r +1.1r s+cr. . . .

2 for 1
POINTING TO A MAP, Or, Martin S. Allwood, assistant pro
fessor of sociology, traces the route that he and William Schreiber
senior sociology major, will take with a group of students this
summer on a European hour. Dr. Allwood will leave February I on
a leave of absence,

VAUGHN’S
121 So. 4th
IMIIMINOINIIIPPIP10111.11001101.11111W
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Senator Thompson’s
Effigy Hanging

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
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Workshop Presentation
Of 2 -Act ’Susannah’
t hing technically and
artistically concerned with the
Opera Workshop presentation of
’Susannah’ has been produced by
students," Dr. Edwin C. Dunning,
director and assistant professor
of music, said yesterday.
Approximately 40 students are
enrolled in Dr. Dunning’s Opera
Workshop. They have designed
and constructed the settings,
made the costumes and directed
the lighting’ for the three-night
production.
"Susannah" will run tomorrow, Friday iiird Saturday nights
starting at 8:15. Tickets are on
sale in the Concert Hall box office at 75 cents for students and
$1.25 for general admission.
A special section has been reserved for tomorrow’s opening
night by the Junior Guild of the
San Jose Symphony Women’s
Auxiliary. Proceeds from this
benefit will go for the work of
the guild, whose goal is the establishment of a scholarship for
music students at SJS. Tickets
are $1.25 for this special section.
The purpose of the Opera
Workshop, Dr. Dunning explained, is to present opera by
students and for students. "Our
productions are primarily for
students: they are a way of giving experience," he said.
The two-act opera by Carlisle

Floyd, has become part of the
repertoire of numerous opera
companies. Dr. Dunning explained. It received its premiere
production seven years ago at
Florida state university. Its composer has become widely recognized for his talent in ten years,
the music professor said.
The lead role of Susannah will
be portrayed by Yvonne Tomasena, junior. Her voice instructor
is Frederick C. Loadwick.,"associate professor of music. She has
appeared in such previous opera
productions as "Coffee Cantata,"
"Cosi Fan Tutte," "La Boheme"
and "Marriage of Figaro."
James Paris, graduate student,
will sing the role of Sam Polk.
His voice instructor is Dr. Dunning. Paris is head of the Music
department at Wilcox high
school in Santa Clara.
Olin Mitch will be portrayed
by Robert Waterbury who studies
voice under Dr. Dunning. Previous appearances include "Coal
Fan Tutte" and production with
the U.S. Army Special Service
including "The Most Happy Fella" and "South Pacific."
James MacDonald, senior, will
appear as Little Bat McLean. A
student of Dr. Dunning, MacDonald has performed in "The
Ruby," "Coal Fan Tutte" and
"Coffee Cantata." He is also a
member of the a capella choir.

SAVE
On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost
23c
40c

SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
PANTSWashed and Pressed
2000 Discount to Students on
Dry Cleaning

SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 1 5c
(Same price as Coin -Op)

WONDER CLEANERS
CY 5-8763

12th and Santa Clara

You Have Used
Textbooks.
We Have Money.

Allen Hall residents have elected dorm officers for the spring
semester. Taking over their posts in February will be Harlan Lawson, president; Ernest Pappas, vice president and Len Hall, secretary.
There’s a "Favorite Guy" contest going on over at Alpha Chl
Omega, just in case you’re wondering why certain fellows were
dinner guests Monday night ... favored finalists, it seems, are Carlo*
Anglin and Steve Phillips, Phi Sigma Kappa; Gary Hendricks, Alpha
Tali Omega: Denny Olson, Sigma Chi; Gary Ranson and Tom Truss,
Theta
ACh10 recently installed new officers .. . they being
Gloria Gurske, president; Barbara Jellett, first vice president; Nancy
Douglas, second vice president; Louise Fleury, recording secretary;
DeeDee Dumerin, corresponding secretary; Carole Cadmus, scholarship chairman; Mhtd Millar, treasurer; Joyce Gueffroy, housemanager; Reo Blake, activities chairman; Barbara Clark, rush chairman;
Teri Croxall, assistant rush chairman: Jeri Rothschild, program
chairman; Sue Jordan, warden; Phyllis Smith, panhellenic representative: Karen Pezzaglla, chaplain; Barbara Filippl, social chairman; Michelle Ostrom, historian-librarian; Bonnie Shaffer, publicity chairman; Barbara Hurd, Lyre editor and Barbara Copeland,
song chairman.
The Camino Room in the Villa Hotel in San Mateo was the
scene of the Sigma Pi fraternity dance Friday night . . . the semiformal event was sponsored for the pledges by the active chapter.
Chi Omega names-in-the-news are Sue Alfson, Hariene Heller,
Elsie Landis, Karl Metheny and Nancy Pond, recently selected
new committee members are Marsha
Sparta camp counselors .
Kreoper and Ruth Kremer’’, Lecture committee, Karen Birlenbach,
Founders Day committee and Kathy Miller, Improvement of Instruction committee. . . CO Judy Corey is a new member of Delta
Phi Delta, SJS art honorary society.
HEADING FOR A WEDDING
Ruth Widden, sophomore marketing major from San Jose, has
announced her engagement to Sigma Phi Epsilon Dave Hanson,
senior accounting and finance major from San Jose.
Newly engaged are Heidi Haymond, Kappa Kappa Gamma
sophomore education major, and Ken Williams, junior business major
from Oakland.
Rosie Santiago from Hayward has announced her engagement
to Merl Foss, Sigma Phi Epsilon junior business management major
from Hayward.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Julie LaGrange and Pi Kappa Alpha
Bea Prather have announced their engagement to friends and relatives. Julie is a sophomore sociology major from Glendale and her
fiance is a senior social science major from San Jose.
Wedding bells and orange blossoms are in sight for Vicki Newnes
and Sigma Phi Epsilon Ron Hartinger with the recent announcement
fo their forthcoming marriage. Vicki is a sophomore social science
major from Eagle Rock and Ron is a senior aeronautics major from
Adelante.
Beverly Kaufman, sophomore business major from Gilroy has
announced her engagement to William Allen, an employe of the
Republic Powdered Metals company in Gilroy.
THE PIN BIN
Royce Hall resident Barbara Jones, sophomore biological science
major, Pacific Palisades, to Robert Guibblid, Sigma Pi junior physical education major, Atherton.
Rae Ann Marston, Chi Omega senior social science major,
Menlo Park, to Fred Hanelt, Alameda county deputy probation
officer.
Jane Johnson, Chi Omega junior home economics-education
major, Santa Monica, to Roger Chapin, junior mathematics-physics
major at the Missouri School of Mines at Rolla.
Janice Phllpott, sophomore from San Jose, to Thomas Hellmann,
Sigma Pi sophomore pre-med major, Los Gatos.
Bev Cotter, senior psychology major, Napa, to Jim Gross, Sigma
Phi Epsilon senior industrial management major, Napa.
Hoover Hall resident Loe Borremon, sophomore music major, to
Lee Pollard, Sigma Pi sophomore industrial arts major, Alameda.

250 SJS Students Expected
At Annual Outdoor Camping Event
A camper fee of $12 includes
((ontinued from Page 1)
The leadership training program round-trip transportation, food and
was first held in 1947 under the lodging while at the camp.
sponsorship of Student "Y", a
coed student group affiliated with
Seek
the YWCA and YMCA. In 1949
the student body of SJS assumed
SANTO DOMINGO (UPI)
responsibility for the program and
has been carrying on the tradition Provincial authorities set out
yesterday to determine whether
since that time.
a body unearthed near San Jose
The first Spartacamp held in de Ocoa is that of Jesus de Ga1947 was attended by about 25 lindez, long-missing Columbia
students. Last spring’s session university lecturer.
saw 250 SJSers swarm over the
In Bat* the city nearest San
Asilomar camp ground near Mon- Jose, District Attorney Raul
terey.
Fontana said he had been inThis year another estimated 250 structed by national authorities
students will board chartered bus- to investigate the case.
ses to leave for the 15th annual
The newspaper El Caribe reSpartacamp at Asilomar on March ported Monday that Abel Bal17 and 18.
lesteros, a friend of Galindez and
like him a Spanish refugee, had
identified the body as that of
the missing man. The report was
denied Monday night by Radio
Catibe.
Galindez vanished from New
York in 1956. It has been persistently reported since that time
that he was kidnaped by order
of since-assassinated President
Rafael L. Trujillo and flown here
by Gerald O’Hara, an American
pilot killed a little later by a Dominican.

Authorities
Identity To Body

Editor:
May I enumerate a few of the
appalling implications I see in
President Wahlquist’s statement
concerning the effigy hanging of
Sen. Jack Thompson.
11 President Wahlquist is in

New Phi Mu Alpha
Members Honored
New members of Phi Mu Alpha, Sinfonia society were announced this week following
ceremonies honoring new actives.
The thirteen new members included John Hendricks, Martin
Berinbaum, David Phillips, Loren Smith, Edward Medeiros,
Neil Pinkstaff, Douglas Schuyler, Melvin Raley, David Dobrinen, Joe Yabumoto, Joseph
Ostenson, Richard Pedro and
William Stretch.
This semester’s pledge project
was a conductor’s podium, which
will be used next semester by
the music department’s performing artists,

ROTC Cadets
Receive Awards
And Commissions
Lt. Col. Edwin T. Rios, head
of the SJS Department of Military Science and Tactics, presented twelve cadets a certificate
of a commission at the Army
ROTC final fall semester review
on the Women’s Athletic Field
yesterday.
The commissions will provide
2d Lt. standing in the U.S.
Army for the eligible cadets
graduating in February.
Other awards given out by
Lt. Col. Rios were intramural
ribbons to those cadets that participated in Spartan intramural
football,
Cadets who received these
ribbons were as follows: Howard
J. Malafa, Richard H. Earl,
Melvin W. Swan, Zoltan H.
Csinuna, Gary R. Mitchell, William A. Kindred, Richard D.
Naylor, Ralph Peterson, Richard
Dell Aqua, and Albert Carlson.
The cadet of the month award
was presented to J. Edmond Cyr.
ROTC cadets that received
commission certificates were:
Ramar K. Beauchamp, Ray Dean
Bruington, Norman H. Deter,
Cornelius Hospers, Donald L.
Huffman, William G. Tapogna,
George S. Tengan, Robert Young,
James A. Wright, and George
Hills.
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You can trade your used texts,

Make Spring Reservations Now

whether they are to be used next
semester or not, for cash money
now. For fast, friendly service you
can’t beat Cal

Book. To

rush come in today.

avoid the

california book co., ltd.
134 e. son fernando

Apartments for Students Under or Over 21
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)
Iype3 of

we must look at
both
the coin. We feel that ’d
t4
tbes6’.
administration should
ad Senator Thompson hal to
submit proof of his
cu
give the students acsal’
of the
dorms an apology.
Douala,. Lowe
ASH 1411111
Daniel DiFuraxi
ASH 4753
Kenneth Habeeker
ASH 11387
Morley F’reitas
ASH 14095
Drusilhi Green
ASH 10097

2) Does Dr. Wahlquist seriously believe that we, as "members of an academic community,"
must remain mute and inactive
about "public statements of our
elected representatives, on any
subject?"

chow cial

3) Are effigy hangings really
so ponderous as "the symbolic
lynching of a human being"
Are they not really a traditional
form of student demonstration in
America? I would venture to
speculate that not more than one
student in 100 looks upon an
effigy hanging as a "lynching"
and those few who do, do so with
an almost charming naivete.
4) The faculty, the Spartan
Daily, and students have protested Senator ’Thompson’s slam
at the dormitories. Those with
voices that have carrying power,
the college administrators, have
said nothing for or against the
accusation of nationalistic prostitution in the dorms. Is this the
way Dr. Wahlquist and the college administrators are "obligated as members of an academic community to react?" Are
these the traits "worthy of educated and responsible human

beings?"
I mean,

what will happen if
Sen. Jack Thompson isn’t reelected?
J. Hart
ASB 12705
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Students Feel Senator
’Should Be Chastised’ **
Editor:
We have written this letter in
regard to President Wahlquist’s
separate and unequal treatment
of the effigy hanging incident.
We would like to ask why the
Honorable Jack Thompson was
not chastised for his "character assassination without benefit of trial" of the students who
reside in the SJS dorms. Certainly, if we are to treat issues
in a manner becoming the members of an academic community.
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FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the

Week
Ummm, Ws

JOE BRAUN
Joe Braun, the SJS varsity center
who turned in such a sparkling performance against UOP last Friday,
deserves mention this week as the
FOREMOST Player of the Week.
Joe, a senior Social Science major
and top scorer for the SJS varsity
last season, will graduate in February.
Good luck to 23 -year-old 661/2" JOE
BRAUN in the years to follow, from
. . FOREMOST!

Delicious...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

rne
set
Icy

STEWARDESSES
UNITED AIR LINES Stewardeases have
opportunity to travel, visit beautiful Mir".
meet interesting people. Starting salary is
t,.
per month for the first TO hours flown.
116 per hour premium pay for extra hours
flown over 70 to a maximum of 85 plus liberal
expenses and excellent fringe benefits. Ashen’
lure and excitement ran be yours if you ..!rr.
20-26 yrs. old, personable, single. IT’ to 3 8
with proportionate weight. Free training at our
New Chicago training center.

accomodation.4

wig ’anti to fit your hudyet
’111-,sto

485 South Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

the unhappy position of having
to work under Senator Thompson and his cohorts. Ostensibly
he does this for the benefit of
the college. But. as president of
the college, which, incidentally,
is composed of students as well
as faculty, he has a responsibility to the students. However,
the tone of his statement condemning the students for reacting is a slam at their integrity.
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Spartaguide
State Political Scene
Viewed by Journalist
11111.11

sign- ups !Or
camp, today -Friday, in front of
Spartan bookstore, Library quad,
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; inside
cafeteria, 5-7 p.m. Spartacamp
counselors will man booths.
Mpurlocall1p,

ia,t MANI, JUDGE
Re-Nixon has the strongest
but Knight
Publican support,
more into
could rut much
commented HarBrown’s vote,"
political writer
ry Farrell, staff
and
of the San Jose Mercury
biting a recent press
news conference for an SJS
writing Haas.
"All Democrats dislike Nixon;
have
whereas knight would
he added.
sane labor votes,"
Farrell. SJS journalism grad.
that either
uate, said he thinks
win the
Nixon or Knight could
that the
primary election, and
deriding factor is who could
ran the best race against Gov.
F.dritund I Pat) Brown.
Farrell believes if Nixon does
became governor he will have
difficulty trying to use his ofto the
fice as a stepping -stone
presidency because he has gone
out of the
so far to take himself
picture. "Goldwater and Rockefeller wouldn’t let him get off
base," Farrell told student questioners.
Bob McCarthy, Department of
Motor Vehicles head, is the only
other Democrat who has announced any possibility of running for governor, but "the bulk
of party support would be with
Brown." Farrell said.
These political problems are
the tools of Farrell’s trade. He
considers political writing "the
best job on the paper because
of the tremendous variety offered."
He explained that his job follows a continuous two-year cycle
winning with the legislative
session in the (Kid-numbered
thi Istilvet sessions
yell,

and the general election campaigns in the even -numbered
years.

Social Affairs Committee, meeting, A139, 3:30 p.m.
Who’s Who award’s, eafeterin
rooms A and H, 2:30 p.m.
(’u-Bee, special event: "The Invaders" band, theme: "Twist
with the Invaders," balloon pop.
Regular Co-Rec events. Women’s
gymnasium, 7:30-9:45 p.m.
College play, "The Marriage
of Mr. Mississippi," College Theater. 5:15 p.m.
Lecture by Randle Reid -Adam,
Commander of the British Empire. "Britain and the Common
Market," Morris Dailey auditorium, 10:30 a.m .
Students Against Communism,
business meeting, Allen hall
dormitory, 7:30 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second at., 2:30 p.m.

Music Fraternity
Cancels Fifth Recital
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national men’s professional music
fraternity, has cancelled its
fifth recital of the semester.,
originally scheduled for Jan. 23.
Glenn Norrish, publicity chairman. announced yesterday.

U. S. Choice & Good
RIB STEAKS

CT 7.0082

CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON

Jypeullteri
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
RATE FOR I MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pric
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. SECOND ST.

II

ICC, meeting, College Union,
6:30 p.m.
Rally committee., meetirt g.
Morris Dailey auditorium, 3:30
11.111.
Tomolutow
Survey of Musk, Literature,
Concert hall, 11:30 a.m.
Opera workshop, Concert hall.
8:15 p.m.
College play, "The Marriage
of Mr. Mississippi."
Thursday Forum, speaker: Michael Kay, assistant professor
of history, Roger Williams
house, 156 S. 10th St., 12:30 p.m.

STARLITE MEAT MARKET

I 900

Newman club, all day eleelions for club officers, Newman
hall, 79 S. Fifth St.; introduction
of newly -elected of fleets, fl p.m.

He observed that the race for
attorney-general will have considerable local interest since
Bruce Allen, asemhlyman from
1..cRS Gatos, is running. Farrell
added that "Allen has dedicated
supporters and pretty strong enemies. He could have stayed in
the legislature and made an awful lot of noise as an underdog.
It should prove to be an interesting campaign."

591 So. First St.

E+

11Ths

Farrell finds it is a constant
fight to separate his own political affiliations from the news.
"I have to go back to basic
newspaper tradition and look at
any news objectively," he added.
Of all the reporting jobs he
has held, Farrell prefets to deal
with government because he
feels "public officials owe Ille a
story."

SPECIALS GOOD WED. THROUGH SAT., JAN 17fh - JAN. 20.16
ACC Old Fashioned
QC
fresh & Leon
-ToiP lb. FRANKS
GROUND CHUCK
End Cut
PORK CHOPS

Book Talk, speaker: MISR
Eichhorn assistant professor of history, "Russia and the
West Under Lenin and Stalin,"
by George Keenan cafeteria
rooms A and B, 12:30 p.m.

Contrary to the belief that
papers try to slant political news.
Farrell emphasized that his orders are "to go right down the
middle." Ile pointed out that
fLOIlle candidates have mot* ideas
and make mote news, "so we
don’t try to give everybody the
same number ot inches."

CYpress 3-6383

AIEE-IRE, officer and committee meeting, E101, 12:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates American
Chemical society, meeting. 5216.
1:30 p.m.
Social af f airs committee,
"Cafe Capers," snack bar of
cafeteria, 2-3 p.m.

Applications Open
For Fellowships
In Honor Society
Allpheatila,

1.01

Phi honor society fellowship are
now available to student members of this national honor society, according to Dr. George
G. Bruntz, chairman of the SJS
fellowship committee of Phi
Kappa Phi.
The fellowship, in the amount
of 82,500, is for first -year graduate study at any college of
the winner’s choke.
Qualified students who may he
subject to military settler*,
should not hesitate to apply because usually deferments can Ix.
arranged. If not, the society
will roost. let’ rtiiilliest to hold
awards until completion of term
of service.
Deadline for applications ha .been set at Feb. 20.
Further information may la,
found by speaking to Dr. Brunt?
in C11135.

Deadline Today

Wednesday. January 17. 190

For Applications

Air Force Representative
For Women on Campus

On AWS Board
Today at 5 tin). is the dead.
line for women students to make
applications for positions on the
Associated Women Students’ judicial board, according to Barbara Barnard, first vice president.
Applications fur interviews
may be made in the activities office, Adrn242. There are three
positions on the board open,
according to Miss Barnard, one
for a semester and two lot’
year.
T14 be eligible for a Ward position, an applicant must have a
2.25 overall GPA. Interviews will
be held tomorrow and Friday.

To Present Movie
On ’Pika Country’
-Pika Country,- wildlife motion picture presented by the
Audubon society, will be shown
Friday at 8 p.m. at Morris Dailey auditorium.
The film, photographed in color and nanated by Emerson
Scott of Caro, Mich., is the third
in a 5-part series of Audubon
wildlife films offered this year.
The audience, guided by the
naturalist, will explore vast a ilripeness areas, inhabited by
trumpeter swans and ptarmigan,
magpies and pine squirrels, elk,
moose and black bear.
Admission to the film is 90
cents for general admission and
50 cents for student admission.
Their purpose, according to the
society, is to promote wildlife
protection and conservation education.
COZY AND COED
NEW YORK 1 UPI) -- The police department today unveils its
new cozy coed patrol wagons.
The new paddy wagons are
cozy because they have solid
doors instead of a wire gate, and
coed because they contain separate compartments for male
and female prisoners.

Tech. Sgt. Eugene G. Olin,
local recruiter, said the officer
training school program enables
!ornate college 1111millateR to obtain a commission ris a second
lieutenant by completing a 3month couse of training.
According to Sgt. Olin, the
Air Fort* needs female officers

Speech Test
Cheerleader Confab

May Replace

At SJS Tomorrow

Some Classes
Audubon Society

Capt. l’arey Spraigei, Alt
Force female officer selection
representative, will visit SJS today and tomorrow to discuss the
Air Force (If) ice’’ Training school
program with interested female
college seniors and graduates.

A speech proficiency test will
he given for the student believing his public speaking ability to
he high enough to warrant placement in a more advanced speech
course or the replacement of
Speech 2A by any other general
education course, Feb. 14, Dr.
Mark Carr, professor of speech,
has announced.
Presently enrolled students
may sign up and secure instructions in the main speech office
SD100 Dr. Carr said. The office
is open from 9 a.m. to noon all
1 to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Presently enrolled studetii
must sign up prior to Jan. 21
Students who have applied
take the examination must re.
port to SD100 at 1:30 p.m. Op
24th for assignment. Dr. Car:
indicate!

The annual spring ronferenee
uf area high school cheerleaders
at SJS will be discussed at tomorrow’s rally committee meeting in Morris Dailey auditra him
at 3:3(1 p.m., according to Judy
Grans, publicity chairman.
Rally committee sponsors the
March conference each year for
the exchange of ideas between
cheerleaders.

Flattops

1.11 the livids ot administiation.
personnel, finance, statistics,
supply. transportation and aeronautical. mechanical and eleemnics entzineering.

Captain Springer will be rivalable from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
today and totnorrow in the administration placement oft ice. fur
persanal or small group interstews Appointments may be arranged thrraleh the placement

Cold ’Cooks Goose’
For Two Frozen Ducks
NEW Oltl.k.ANS i UPI IEvan
cituple of ducks did not know
to weather Louisiana’s
voldest wave ot the century
Thursday. Two of them were
frozen solid in an icy park pond.
Parkway commission employees John Fichter and Richard Perniciara chopped the ducks
out of the pond, scraped the ice
off them and placed them next
to a grenhouse boiler.
Latest reports indicated the
ducks would recover.
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24-HR

FREE
PARSING
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$1.15

Special
Dinner
Steak

ANGELO’S
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72 S. SANTA CLARA

ML’S. meeting, College Union, 7:15 p.m.
Students Against Communism.
speaker: Donald Cornish, Iiirtner member of Democratic
county central committee of
Santa Clara county, 1958-60,
"Let’s Recapture the Democratic Party." cafeteria rooms A
and 13, 3:30 p.m.

SJ Theater Guild
To Stage Tryouts
Tryouts for the San Jose
Theater guild’s production of
William Shakespeare’s "Julius
Caesar" will be conducted Jan.
22-23 at 8 p.m. in Dunne hall
of the civic auditorium.
Directing the play will be
James Dunne, SJS alum.

HOWARD TOURS

The Original Study Tour to the Pacific
1962 SUMMER -14th Year
.. s diamond engagement and wedding ring
Set from our outstand-

HAWAII

UNIVERSITY

SESSION
6 UN tvIRSITY CItElITS AVAILABlE

56 DAYS only 569

ing collection. We have
styles to thrill every bride
. . excellent values in
every price range!

T:r79

un..fvs tv credits while enjoying
mer in Hawaii, Price Includes steamoutbound, let return lowest Coast,
ry Hall residence on campus, and
-,-West diversification or parties, din.
ricrs, entertainment. ughtseeing,
roses. beach events, and cultural
shows; plus necessary tour services.
Air or steamship roundfrip, and Weigle’
aparttnent-hotel residence available at
adjusted tour rates. Optional neighbor
island visits and return via Seattle
World I fs-r
I

ORIENT

STUDY
TOUR

SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
6 CREDITSUNIV. SUMMER SESSION

79 DAYS
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FIRST & SAN FERNANDO, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
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2298

A new r Orl,PI of study tours, a ts3natide university program. Also, wilt, us
you easy and "live in" the Orient
not lust see it. Includes Heron, Japan,
Formosa, Philippines, and Hong Kong.
Price Is all Inclusive, with services
’Shore all Wit class throughout. Evening events are tot as important as
dayt.ale sightseeing. We challenge
comparisons Ask for our 16 -page brochure tot valuable Orient information.

Apply:
Mrs. Robert McCrosley
360 E Reed. San Jose
HSM Delta Gamma
CY 2-7303

Its what’s up front that counts
[FILTER -BLAND] is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up tront you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD hke a ci*Inat019 should!
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Spartan
Former
Pugilist
Training
Police
SJS
New Showcases
Display Weather First School in U.S. Concentrates on Degree

Five weath,’. ,ovelopmen cases worth 212i.ei apiece new, and
iu-chased by San Jose State for
$40 apiece. are on display in the
Science building’s second flour.

flying for the Air Force. The lesson his plane went down was due
to had weather conditions. said
True.
After his son’s death, Willetts
became interested in meteorology
and as a hobby built showcases.
showing weather developments, to
help Air Force and Navy flyers.

According to Arnold E. True.
professor of meteerology. W. P.
Willetts. a Long Island businessman. built the showcases because
of the accidental airplane death of
The showcases also were on dishis son.
play at Rockefeller center in New
In %Vorti War II Willetts’ son York. The Navy and Air Force
died in an airplane +rash while started buying Willetts. models
which cost $1200. He sold over 20
sets.
The set has eight showcases but
three of the displays were dam-

Start the
Evening Off

With lk
,
"’.,g4;

Professor True hopes to get
etne students to help him build
-me additional displays and re; ,rit those damaged.

&hum t

The five showcases depict the
,ycle of rain, birth of a cumulus
eoud, radar weather trainer, the
fropical cyclone and the atmos,phere.

a Floral
Salutation
from

TOP SIRLOIN

STEAK-. 1.39

SALAD AND

CHICKEN

IA;

$1.45
4100D ANYTIME OF DAY

5-gulpe4 Redtauport
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Help Wanted!
AGES 18- -25

No Selling
This is

a limited offer for yu,,ng men 18 25 .n the customer -relations field No
experience needed We train you full and part-time employment on a permanent basis with a GUARANTEED INCOME for those who qualify. This is a national
farn requiring preview interviewers for the new edition of the Encyclopedia
Betannica. Apply Saturdays 1010 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and weekdays 1030 a m to
1 00 p.m. 510 N. 1st St., Room 225 in Call Mt. Ryan or Mr. Fry at CY 4-9764

,

Bs ELIAS AWL NDIS
In 1940. 10 years after the
School had been
sJts
founded, the Late August
%o I I m e r . internationally
known As the father of the
"modern policeman." wrote.
to the SJS school and said.
"When the history of professional training for policeman is written, sou nill be
given credit for initiating the.
first pre-employment police
se ho ol in these United
States."
Twenty -taco years later,
Willard E. Schmidt, professor of pollee and head of the
Police School has said, "The
school has a pressing need
for equipment and space to
conduct special police training classes."
"Right now, we need space
for gunnery training. At
present, students enrolled in
gunnery class must spend a
total of 30 minutes walking
to and from a gunnery range
at the California National
Guard Armory, 240 N. 2nd.
"Not only does this mean
a lose of class time but the
Instructor has no time to
conduct a different class to.fore or following the gunnery practice. The state
loses money on this," he
said.
Schmidt said he was once
asked by the 5.15 administration to make a completes
list
of
equipment
which
would be needed for a proposed new Police School
building. "I did this and also
Included the price of each
single item plus where it
could be purchased only to
have the state inform me
that the school now had
enough space for its present
enrollment.
Request for the building
had been made by the SJS
administration. The building
would have been occupied

Only Unbeaten Team

K...

OF

EVERY
GALLON

NEW YORK ILIPII--Ohio state
rode on majestically yesterday as
the nation’s No. 1 major college
basketball team in the United
Press International coaches ratings while a general scramble
broke out for the other nine places
among the top 10.
The Buckeyes, the only major
unbeaten team in the nation
with a 12-0 record for the first
half of the season, again were
the top pick of 34 of the 85
(.0/14.hYi who comprise the UPI
rating board. Again, one c’oac’h
failed to name them No. I, gin hag that designation instead to
Kentucky, which continued its
advance. through the top 10 to
gain the No. 3 spot this week
behind slipping Cincinnati
The
Retiree’s,
second every
week of the season, held on to
that spot, hut their 74 -point lead
of a week ago dwindled to just
25 as they picked up a total of
286 points to Kentucky’s 261. Ohio
state had 349 points. one short
of a perfect score.
Kansas state, another team on
the move, advanced one notch. as .

78 So. 4th St.
CY5-8968

activity.
Charley, who came to SJS front Cleveland,
by way of the lr.S. Army and Sacramento city
college, caune here first to get a college education, and secondly to box.
A social science major. with it minor in Germain. Charley will get his education. but for the
remainder of his college career will be denied
the privilege of representing hLs school as a
participant in the sport he lovesbectuew boxing
has been declared anathematie as an intercollegiate sport here.
In the early fifties, as a high school student
In Cleveland, Charley, whose family was not
exactly overflowing with wealth, looked on boxing as the key to a college education, and set
his sights accordingly.
On his graduation in 1935, never losing sight
of his goal. he joined the army and was eventually assigned to the medical corps at Ft.
Lewis, Wash.
Charley spent three years in the army, and
during that time, campaigning as a welterweight,
garnered such titles as Northwest AAU champ,
Oregon AM’ champ, and in March of 1957 won

Mary Jenson Offers
Boxing Opportunity
Mary JenNEW YORK (U1’1
son, wealthy mink rancher and
pilot of middleweight co-champion
Gene Fullmer, sent out this call
today to all young amateur heavyweights of the world:
"Come to West Jordan. Utah!
Live there two weeks free and
be tested free as to your future
professional ring prospects. If
you have the exceptional promise I’m looking for, I’ll sign you
up and manage you.
"But you must pay your awn
transportation to West Jordan and home again, if you do not
qualify."

This is the day 44-year-old Jenson has been building toward fee.’
-ome time-- when he could begin i
-earching the world for its finest
young heavyweights and test in.
them and adding the very best
,
his current stable.
I
It was partially for this purpose’ that Jenson built a modernistic’ gymnasium and living
quarters. at a cost of 3125,000.
on WS ranch.
"I’m finally ready." Jenson sal
at his New York hotel yestercee.
’-I’ve got the place, the equipmert
and the capital to carry out fir,
!did Kentucky, to gain the No .1 project.
l spot, while Southern California,
"But instead of scouting boys in
I third a week ago, slipped to fifth;
following a weekend split se Ph
Washington.
The United Press Internation
major college basketball ratir-...Stutents Aeainst Communism
First-place votes and won -lost
will hotel a short business meeting
records in parentheses:
Team
today at 7:30 p.m. in the formal
Points
I. Ohio state (34) (12-0) .. 349
lounge of Allen Hall dormitory,
2. Cincinnati (11-2)
286 Robert Olson, president, said yes3. Kentucky (I) (12-1)
terday.
261
4. Kansas state (12-2)
All interested students and fac204
5, Southern Cal (12-3)
167 ulty members are invited to at6. Duquesne ( I I -I )
. 115 tend. Plans for the upcoming se7. Bradley (10-21
102 mester witl be discussed. lie said.
8. Duke (11-2)
90
9. Villanova (13-2) .
66
10. tie Oregon at. (II -1)
. 52
That’s right kids!
10. tie Wichita (13-3)
52
Second 10-12, West virfeinia 33;
Pronounce it trippingl% tat
13, Mississippi state 29: 14, Bowltlw tongue:
ing Green 23; 15, Utah 21; 16,
Peter the painter pirlsctl
Stanford 18: 17, Purdue 11; 18,
his paints from 1:ritat Jo,.
St. John’s N.Y. 9; 19 tie. Illinois
Paint anal Wallpaper
and Santa Clara 8 each. Others

their home areas, I’ll have the
boys come to me for evaluation
by myself and by my three trainers and by Fullmer and some of
my other seven fighters.
"I want every young candidate here or abroad to simply
write me a letter addressed to:
Mary Jenson,
West
Jordan,
(’tah. He should explain why
he’s interested in my plan. Then
I’ll send him a questionnaire.
which he can fill out and mall
back to me."
Why is Jenson doing this?
"Because I always wanted t,r
manage a heavyweight champion,’’
he replied. "I’ve had some good
ones but never a heavy champ. I
believe my plan will help boxing.
It’ll be a lot of fun---and perhaps
ay off in the end."

Mormons To
NEW YORK

ter-Day Saints ri
build a 30-40 soil
on Manhattan’s Fe.
was announced Wi.
building will be a e.
sionary, administra
recreational and
activities as well .
worship.

"The
Conservative
Philosophy"
Commentary by
James E. Donati

Wednesday - 7:15 p.m.

KLIV - 1590 kc.
s=es-e.
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CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE OFFERS

ONE STOP SERVICE
Shoe Repair, Dry Cleaning, Laundry, Wash and
Finished Laundry, Shag Rugs, Spreads, Blankets.

SHOE REPAIR SPECIAL

ALL MAKESALL MODELS
Fully Guaranteed
I" Rent to Own
No Deposit
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So

(
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WALLPAPER, ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
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Valley Fair - Park "C"

124 E. Sari Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store

PICTURE FRAMES

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

FREE PARKING
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c4111,
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Flint Dr,.
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A Weekly

Arizona state 7: North Carolina 5:
Utah state and Wake Forest 4
each; Colorado Starr, 3; Texas
’rech 1.
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Anti-Communist Club
Meets Tonight, 7:30
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the Sixth Arms championship at it Lee,
.1
went as far as the finals in the all-armi
, ti
pionship bouts at Ft. Ntrade, Md.. tiller,. te.
defeated on a split decision.
On his discharge in 1958, oith an
ev,.
intercollegiate boxing. Charley- decided
th..
California was the place to be, and he
register.
at Sacramento city college.
In the full of 1959, hearing the repel
of SJS as a top institution id learning and
as a constant leader in intercollegiate
eirclece. Charles decided that here ails the
for him.
Battling as a welter for Julie Nien,.nd,,
Spartans in the spring of 1960, ( hark+
a record of nine wins, marred only M a
decision loss in the opening bouts at the Nt
championships at the University of Wisconsk
The Spartan leant brought the NI St
title back from Wiwonsin that year, but
a result of a fatal mishap, the ensuing
stances spelled finis for boxing I at an int,
legiate level. tsio Charley Brown remains p.
forgotten athlete, the athlete without a sport
Married in September to Nellie M. Palmer,
former SJS student who is presently employe,’
at I.B.M.. Charley works part-titni. it the Sat
Jose Post Office, lie and Nellie make their hoer at 1753 Welch ave. In San Jose. aline he continues in quest of his degree. %% Welt he hop, to
receive in June, 1963.

By BOB DUNN
The II ilet1111111 faced by one Charley Brow
SJS junior, while not necessarily unique, is
somewhat distinctive tanking college athletes todayfor Charley Brown is an athlete whose
sport has been discontinued lib an intercollegiate

Ohio State Cagers
Still Rated Best

WITH OUR NEW
7 BLEND PUMPS

Yager & Silva

both by the Arms and Air
Force ROTC units and the
Pollee School.
C. Grant Burton, sielti executive dean, said the building was not able to he included in the governor’s budget when the request for
ronstruction funds ow. made.
Dean Burton said it similar
attempt is being made this
year.
Although classroom space
for pollee I‘ IltAIICA Is available,
Schmidt stated, "Had we
purchased t h e equipment
much of it would have been
so bulky and s aluable we
would have to spend more
time moving and bringing it
hack to the school’s present
location. We would also have
been overcrowded in our
building."
The Police School moved
this semester into what was
formerly the Journalism and
Advertising building located
behind the Spartan bookstore. Both the AFROTC
and Pollee School are sharing the building.
Schmidt commented that.
"some of the schools which
we have helped establish are
better equipped than we
are."
George It. Cannel’, San
Jose Assistant Chief of Police, stated he would like to
set. the %IS Police School
increase its training in traffic and crime scene investigation.
Cannell praised the reputation of Pollee School and
said that the majority of executhe San Jose pollee officlick are all SJS graduates
and that 73 per cent of the
San Jose pollee force is composed of officers who have
attended or graduated from
the SJS Pollee School. Cannell attended
the school
when it was conducting a
two year program.

management of
Howard

6
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Professors Discuss Overpopulation Engineers
Schedule
Exhibition

The situation is very different
(Continued from Page 1)
Other estimates are more con- in the present-day underdeveloped
servative. Dr. James Bonner of countries of Asia. Modern medicine,
the California Institute of Tech- or what Huxley calls "death connology has said that in 700 years trol," has been introduced there
people will be "standing shoulder very rapidly. To illustrate the efto shoulder ark’ without room to fect it has had upon Asian popuSit down."
lations in general, Huxley cites the
A CBS-TV documentary, ’’The ’ following example:
Population Explosion." predicted in . ". . . In England malaria took
1959 that in 730 years there will three centuries to disappear: in
he one person for every square Ceylon it was virtually wiped out
foot of land area in the world.
in less than half a decade thanks
The Population Reference Bu- to DDT and a well organized
reau estimates that within 600 campaign. As a result of this and
years the world’s population will other health measures, the death
allow each person only one square rate in Ceylon was reduced from
yard of the earth’s surface, includ- 22 to 12 per thousand in seven
ing desert and polar regions.
years-a fall which took exactly
DEATH CONTROL
10 times as long in England.
Julian Huxley, the scientific hu"But the Ceylon birth rate has
manist, has written that each ma- not even begun to drop, and so
jor increase in the world’s popu- the population is growing at the
lation ’’followed some major dis- rate of 2.7 per cent per annum--covery or invention-agriculture, about twice the highest rate ever
the initiation of urban life and experienced in Britain. If this rate
trade, the harnessing of non-human of growth continues, the populapower, the technological revolution. tion of Ceylon will be doubled in
During the present century the 30 years."
most decisive factor in increasing
Nearly all of the underdeveloped
population has been of a different
countries are in this stage of exsort -the application of scientific plosive
expansion, Huxley adds.
medicine, or what we may call
MILLION PER MONTH
rie&th control."
Red China, according to a reModern medicine has had a much
greater impact upon the underde- cent article in Life magazine, is
veloped countries than upon tech- increasing at the rate of more
nically advanced countries because than one million a month, which.
the latter were exposed to medicine if the rate continues, will in 40
slowly as new discoveries were years give the country a populathe
made. This gradual exposure tion of 1.5 billion-one half of
brought a gradual lowering of the present population of the earth
India, again according to Lir,
death rates, which generally enabled the economies of the ad- will have a 775 million populatioh
vanced countries, with the help in 25 years and at least a billion
of industrialization, to keep pace by the turn of the century.
The population explosion obviwith their increasing populations.

ously affects the struggle between
communism anti the Free World.
In 1937 the Soviet Union all,:
Outer Mongolia were the world s
only communist countries, Their
combined populations comprised
eight per cent of what was then
the world’s population. In 1957,
with the addition of Red China,
Manchuria, Tibet and the European satellites, communists on
earth rose to 37 per cent.
By 1977, should the now threatened "have not" countries turn
toward communism, the percentage may rise to 66 per cent.
IRONIC’ FIGHT
In the fight thus far by the
West to prevent this possibility
through loans and other forms of
aid to these countries, the irony
is that such aid has only helped
make them more overpopulated
and consequently more poverty
stricken, which has made them
more susceptible to communist
promises.
That millions of Asians are multiplying faster than their means of
subsistence can be increased, in
spite of millions of dollars in aid,
principally American, seems to
validate the Malthusian theory.
FRIDAY: Dr. earl Duncan,
chairman of the Natural Stienee
division, will discuss the population explosion from a biological
point of view.

Librarianship Grads
Too Few To Fill Jobs

By BOB PACINI
Shortages of qualified students
to meet employment demands, apparent in the science and engineering fields, has become evident in
the Librarianship department, according to Leslie Janke, departBOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS, Thousands of Them.
ment head.
As evidence of this. Janke cited
New & Used and All
the fact that in June only 20 library students were graduated by
the college and each of them had
a choice of about four different
jobs.
Three major reasons were listed
by Janke for the acute shortage.
Public libraries, he stated, cannot pay adequate salaries.
124 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE
Secondly, there has been a tremendous growth of libraries at the
Come in and brouse around
grammar school level and in industry.
Education students, Janke
stated, seem to be more "libraryminded" today. Many industries,
too, he added, have complex Iiwary systems, heavily dependent
on periodicals that supply the
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Contract for app. brd. house. 117 No. most recent information.
5th St. Pool, Anne Laurensen, CV 725c a line first insertion
Finally, Janke stressed, library
9774.
20c a line succeeding insertions
departments have failed to "sell
2 line minIrnurn
Contract for sale at Tranquil Manor. themselves."
Call Denise at CV 5-9811.
He explained that library work
TO PLACE AN AD:
2 contracts, approved apt., women. Pool. is a profession that simply doesn’t
Call at Student Affai,
lath.
CV 8-4510.
560 So.
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
attract many people. Librarians,
Send in Handy Order Blank
Bogner ski pants, women’s size 12. Call he added, suffer from what he
with Check or Money Order.
called the "stigma of the cartoonCL 1-1268 after 6 p.m.
No Phone Orders
ist"
Mon’s ski boots, size II, and men’s ski
Humor poked at librarians in
pants. CV 5-6401.
For Salo
cartoons and on television have
Reetels
App. brd. hse contract. Cell Debby,
given people a false impression of
CV 3.9654. 25
- Must sell. discount. Lg. private rm., mete student. 21 ym. or the nature of library work. Janke
No smoker or drinker need apply. maintained. These media, he said,
Ince motorcycle, like now. Incl. wind - older.
251 So. 14th St.
helmet. CV 7-7437.
tend to promote untrue stereoRoom in girls’ app. brd. hse. 391 Sc. 5th, types.
Pool, maid, cook. App, girls’ brd, hse. Call
Jcan, CV 5-7254.
contract Pam, CV 5.9547.
To attack the problem, Janke
for men. Swimming pool rec. said, the Librarian-ship department
App. brd. Ilse. contract. 680 Sc. 5th. Apartments
room, phone, TV. Reservations new for participates in various career days
CV 7-0664, Mike.
spring semester. Manager. CY 2-3785.
at schools and is also aided by the
Good used Spanish guitar. CL 1-4895 Need 1 roommate.
male, 502 So, 4th, state which publishes pamphlets
p
7
aber
apt. 11.
explaining the true nature of li’58 lisirkeley-red sports car cons,. $250. Nicely furn, roam for students. 267 So. brary work.
C.,n-tic, Al. CV 2.4990 16-7 p.m.).
12th. CV 7.9697.
Slimming up, Janke asserted that
30 Pressure Cooker, new; $10. Call 2 bedrrn. furs, OK for 4. $125.
Apt. 6. the librarianship field is changing.
CV 3.3088
620 So 7th. CL 8-3374, CV 2-7489.
There are few "traditional librar3 app. brd. hue, contracts. Newly decor., Student to shore
ies" left, he said.
mt.
cabin.
Commuting
Les.
-,4tool. Sharon or Maria, no ’rouble. Dick Alderson. CV 5.9601.
"At one time a librarian was
cy 59547
considered guardian of the books,"
Mel* student with lease on Irg. house
For sale, 1958 Sillies, etcellent condi. needs
Janke explained. "Some of them
roommate. Inquire 681 So. 8th.
Ctn. AX 6.0179.
preferred books to remain on the
Mature
male
student
to
share
furn.
2
App. opt contract, I or 2
351 bdrrn. suburban duplex with another stu shelves rather than fear they
Sn. 1101. Betty Len. #9. CV 2-9833
might be harmed if borrowed."
dent. $40. CV 7-5865 after 3 P.m.
"Now," Janke stated, "LibrarBoarding house contract. redu-nd pr’.. Apts.
suitable
for
2.
only.
3.
or
4
men
ians would prefer to see the
69 Sc 10th St. Good food with k.tct,en Swimming pool.
686 So. 8th St. Mgr.,
priv;leges. Call Rod. CV 3.5786.
shelves empty because it would
apt. #I9, CV 3-8864.
show our ’product’ is being used."
Heir dryer, $6.50; Traveling iron
Rm.
&
brd.
it’d.
men
over
only
21.
Sam.
Carol CV 5 i906.
65 So 13th 5+ CV 5.9822
lird, hie. cont, for sale. Cer CV 3.4302, ;
Help Weahod
ask for Phil. Prefer Soph. or Juniors.
RENT A
Garnish names ski boots, .me 9. Eli!: Church organist needed. CY 33839.
cy 8.4480. $38.50, never used.
Wanted: A
2 bre& law cont, for sale-men. 357 5,13th or call CV 3.9)t)7
n
wonr
Special StridPrzt Rates
1.141led. Ilse, cont. must be sold: Marian dmilY ,tttuto ’Mt Ask
1 lar’, I 1th St.: CV 3.9892 ask, for Pat M.
Services
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With the $10 million engineering addition nearing completion
SJS engineering students are already planning an open house
scheduled March 1-3.
All engineering majors wW be
Involved in the program. James
R. Spillman, senior industrial engineering studrit, has been chosen
general chairman of the open
house.

Ut

The theme of the annual open
house will be "Applied Theory Today-Scientific Progress Tumor-

of

Seven departments of the division will have exhibits representing the open house theme.
The open house exhibits will include the new IBM 1620 computer,
which will sort out the visitors In
a friendly game of "black jack."
A van de Graaf generator will
provide a 1,000.000 volt bolt of
lightning which will cause visitors
hair to stand on end.
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Polls Open Today
Polls will be open all day today
In Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth St.,
for elections to office during the
spring-fall 1962 term in Newman
club, according to Sal Alvarez,
president.

All members who have paid
their dues may vote.
A regular weekly business meeting will be held tonight at 8
o’clock during which election results will be announced

Leave;
June 20, 1962
S.F.- London

TWIST, TWIST with the Invaders, an SJS rock ’n roll group consisting of three guitarists (I. to r.) Jim Lichens (lead), and leader
of the group: Jim Hackett (rhythm); Dick Schlatter (bass) and
drummer George Whettac. The Invaders will be featured at tonight’s Co-Roe program from 7:30-9:45 p.m. in the Women’s
gym. At this, the last Co-Rec activity of the semester, a special
balloon dance will be held, according to Lana Lawson, cochair.
man. Other regular activities also will be held.

FLY

EUROPE

Return;
August 27, 1962
Paris - S.F.
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Girl Watcher’s Guide

STATE BOOK SHOP

Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes
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Girl watchers are honorable men

LI".2@@CDK C3r Who may watch
Any male is eligible to become a girl watcher. There is
no age limit, although most girl watchers are over ten
and under one hundred and four. There are no height or
weight requirements. although taller men enjoy an obvious advantage at crowded parties.The only strict requirement is one of character. The girl watcher is a man of

TYPEWRITER

WHY BE AN AMATEUR’
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!

p

3 mos. s18

VISII !he effilorial office of
this publication fora free membership card in the world’s
only society devoted to disc reet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

PRES MEMBERSHIP CARD.

OL R "REM
10 OWN" PLA V

1

I1n1

tiatiEn.t3eFe:ththiceewhhitatAhoi .

$399.00 Round Trip

BOOK SALE

Approved boarding house !ontrar.t---a I Typing-1n my
home. Phone CV 4.1313
Rare, CV 3.9753, 345 E, wan.,
1Typing-Thesis - Terns Papers Then-Discount, app. boarding house contract. CV 30208.
C’erry, FR 8-6608
’F...-..se
- App. bed. Ilse. contract-$30 ts6 563 - - So, 10th St. Call Nancy Hargreaves Need ride daily from Oakland. share
CV 5-9931.
expenses. Cell Heather, El. 4-3562,
’gt Fly. Ste. Ware. Best offer. Cell CV 3. 3 girls desire ride to L.A. sern. bre,
3953 o rt. 6 be. 42c. Lundy Ave.
I CV 59911. Ask for Deeps or Porn,
Ford ’SI 4-dr. MT, auto.. p.s., %stmt.. $1295 I Ride to Middle Wert sem bred NO,.
HI/lE sell. CT 2 /959 aftei 5 p.m.) ably lowa. Call Sandra Rubel, CV 5 99n,

I

.01MOrtilreleeSPACP
I 41141"f14 NIACIIINES
AND OFFICE EOUIENAFEIT

This ad based on the book, "The Girl Watcher’s Guide." Text:
Copyright by Donald 1. Sauers. Drawings, Copyright hy Eldon
()edit* Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.
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honor. Since he can’t possibly. take notes. as the bird
watcher does, we must rely on his word. Therefore, when
an experienced girl watcher tells you he saw nine beautiful girls while on his way to class, he saw nine beautiful
girlc. And when he tells you his Pall Mall is the cigarette
of the century, believe him. It is.

Pall Mall’s
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying.
so downright smokeable!
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